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ABSTRACT

The water-jet axial pump with front guide vane is a new
type of pump. However this kind of pump has the
character of low head, so there will be a large deviation in
the head measurement because of the experimental
pipeline friction loss, in the hydraulic performance testing
according to the concerned standard. The experimental
result shows that the loss head is more than 5% of the
pump fluid head, so the head loss should be paid enough
attention. Some research is done in this paper on the
friction loss correction in the low head water-jet
propulsion pump model hydraulic performance
experiment. Three methods are adopted in analyzing the
relationship between head loss and flow rate, which are
friction loss semi-empirical formula calculation,
differential pressure testing, the flow field CFD
calculation of the experimental pipeline. A correction
formula which is suitable for performance testing of low
head standard water-jet propulsion model in laboratory is
achieved, by comparing the difference of these three
methods. Then the correction method is applied in the
hydraulic performance testing of some type of low head
water-jet propulsion pump with front guide vane,
correcting the head. And the correction method is
verified.

correct a certain type of pump head, which proves the
effectiveness of the correction method. It can be used as a
guide for the head correction in the same type of water-jet
propulsion axial-flow pump with front guide vane.
2 Correction Judgment

First of all, according to the “Figure C.1 Chart for grade 1
tests showing velocities above which loss corrections are
required” of the ISO 9906 2000 “Appendix C Friction
loss”, to determine whether the experiment need to be
corrected.
In this paper, the flow rate range of low head pump is
0.3~0.5 m3/s, and the range of the uncorrected head is 2~8
m. The experimental pipeline is a circular pipe with a
diameter of 300 mm, and the flow rate is about 4~7 m/s.
As showed in the following figure, the head measurement
area falls in the scope of correction required, so it’s
necessary to correct the measurement head.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The water-jet propulsion axial-flow pump with front
guide vane is a type of pump which is suitable for
underwater vehicles and has the characteristic of low
head. In the model test, the test tube friction loss has great
influence on the pump head, which leads to a big
deviation measurement. So it’s necessary to modify the
head, in order to reflect the performance of the pump
accurately. There will be three methods adopted in this
paper which are the recommended formula in the ISO
9906 2000, the model pump test, the CFD numerical
calculation, to obtain the relationship between the flow
and head loss, and according to the data fitting a quadratic
equation respectively. By comparing these three kinds of
fitting quadratic equation, the appropriate correction
method is selected, then the selected method is used to

Fig.1 Chart for grade 1 tests showing velocities above
which loss corrections are required

3 Test Measurement Correction

The model test of low head pump is carried out by the
comprehensive performance test bench. The distance
between front and rear pressure measuring points of the
experimental pipe and the pump flange is L=600mm.
There is a shaft bracket of 100mm length at the end of the
outlet flange, as shown in the following Fig.2. The
experimental pipe is a circular pipe with diameter of 300
mm.

Restricted by the auxiliary pump power, the flow rate
measurement range is 0.29~0.37 m3/s. Beyond the flow
rate measurement range, the relationship between the
head loss and flow rate is extended through the fitting
quadratic curve. The measurement point and the fitting
quadratic curve are showed in the following Fig.4.

Fig.2 Model pump test section

Fig.4 Graph and fitting formula of head loss gotten

Where
1=rear pressure measurement point of model
pump; 2=shaft bracket; 3=outlet flange of model pump;
4=test pump; 5=inlet flange of model pump; 6=front
pressure measurement point of model pump;

by experiment

The pipe friction loss is measured on the test bench.
During this experiment, the model pump is removed,
retaining the shaft bracket. Besides, the transparent
section is reserved, because of the matching problem
between shaft bracket flange and inlet flange. The testing
device is shown in the following figure.

4. CFD Calculation Correction

The 3D model of the model pump experimental section is
established before calculating the model pump
experimental section friction loss by CFD method. The
size of the established 3D model of the model pump is
consistent with the test model, which includes the shaft,
propeller, etc. The 3D model is showed in the following
Fig.5.

Fig.3 Test section
Where 1=rear pressure measurement point; 2=shaft
bracket; 3=transparent section; 4=front pressure
measurement point.
In the experiment, the auxiliary pump is turned on, in
order to measure the head between the front and rear
pressure measurement point under a certain flow rate.
And the head loss of the test section can be obtained. The
experimental date is showed in the following table.

Fig.5 3D model of test section
Before the actual calculation, many models with different
grid number are calculated, in order to eliminate the grid
sensitivity. Finally, the prism and tetrahedral hybrid mesh
is adopted in meshing the 3D pump model, and the y+ is
60. The total number of grids is about 528 million, as
showed in the following figure.

Tab 1 Head loss gotten by experiment
Measuring Point
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Q(m³/s)
0.37
0.36
0.35
0.34
0.33
0.32
0.31
0.30
0.29

H（m）
0.37
0.36
0.34
0.31
0.3
0.28
0.26
0.25
0.23

Fig.6 3D grid of model pump

Then the mesh is imported into the software Fluent, the kω SST turbulence model and couple method is adopted.
The inlet boundary condition is set to be PressureInlet, the
outlet condition boundary is set to be mass flow inlet. The
CFD numerical calculation is not same as the model test
that the range of flow rate is restricted, so the extend of
the flow rate is bigger than the model test. The calculation
result is showed in the following table .
Tab.2 Head loss calculated by CFD
Calculation Point
Q（m³/s）
H（m）
1
0.51
0.63
2
0.49
0.59
3
0.47
0.54
4
0.45
0.5
5
0.43
0.46
6
0.41
0.42
7
0.37
0.35
8
0.35
0.31
9
0.33
0.28
The above data is drawn into a graph and fitted with
quadratic function, as showed below:
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The length and diameter of the experimental pipe is L＝
1.31m，D＝0.3m. the pipe equivalent uniform roughness
is 12.5 × 10-6m, then the straight pipe head loss of
different mass flow rate can be obtained through the
formula (3); The shape loss of the shaft bracket can be
calculated as the local head loss through the formula (4),
as showed below:
Hj 

V2
2g

(4)

Where: ξ=The local resistance coefficient; According to
the valve loss coefficient, ξ is 0.13；V=Velocity of the
water in the shaft bracket; The flow area of the shaft
bracket S＝0.0602718 m2, so the V can be calculated.
So the head loss of different flow rate can be computed
through above formula:
Tab.3 Head loss calculated through formula
Q
(m3/s)
0.51

V
(m/s)
7.2150

Hλ

Hj

H

0.1337

0.4749

0.6086

0.49

6.9321

0.1327

0.4384

0.5711

0.47

6.6491

0.1316

0.4033

0.5349

0.45

6.3662

0.1305

0.3697

0.5002

Fig.7 Graph and fitting formula of head loss calculated

0.43

6.0833

0.1292

0.3376

0.4668

by CFD

0.41

5.8003

0.1278

0.3069

0.4348

5. Theoretical Formula Calculation

0.37

5.2401

0.1248

0.2505

0.3753

According to the standard ISO 9906 2000, the length
between the calculation point and flange is L, and the pipe
is a circular pipe with the fixed radius, so the friction loss
can be computed by the following formula：
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Where: k=is the pipe equivalent uniform roughness;λ
=friction loss coefficient; D= is the pipe diameter; k/D=is
the relative roughness.
The formula (2) is converted to the get the friction loss
coefficient expression of the straight pipe, as showed
below:

6. Comparison and Verification of Three Methods of
Head Loss Correction
6.1 Comparison of Head Loss Correction Methods

In order to observe the relationship between flow rate and
friction head loss of three methods, the date attained
through three methods are plotted in one figure, as
showed below:

formula (5), which verifies the validity of the CFD
correction method.
7. Conclusion

According to the above calculation and comparison, we
can draw the conclusion as below,
1. The low flow rate water-jet propulsion pump has the
characteristic of low head, and the friction loss take a
great part of the loss, so the head of this kind of pump
should be corrected when the model test is conducted.

Fig.8 Comparison of head loss gotten by three methods

2. After experimental verification, it proves that the head
correction formula attained through CFD method can be
used as correction formula for low head model pump with
front guide vane.
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